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THE WAY FORWARD
Milton Keynes Rowing Club is now bearing the fruits of its hard labour but
this really is only the first stage.
Our oarsmen and women have developed beyond all expectations and some
total novices to the sport have become competent rowers. This development
is essential, as we desperately need our membership to grow. Next season I
would like to 'boat' three men's and two women's racing fours on a regular
basis.
The Membership is growing albeit slowly.

As you all will be aware, our major expense is the rent of the facilities at the
Caldecotte Water Sports Centre. We can afford this by means of our annual
subscriptions. However this leaves no money for investment in the muchneeded equipment that will galvanise our competitiveness. I believe this is
where we need a change of thinking.
Of course we must continue with our fund raising events and apply for
grants but we should also be prepared to purchase equipment ourselves for
the next couple of years. If a new racing boat is needed then the racing
crews should contribute. If it's a new Ergo' then all members should be
prepared to help financially. I know that this is difficult and we all have
limitations in our expendable income but the club will only be as good as
WE make it.
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It's a great art is rowing. It's
the finest art there is. It's a
symphony of motion.
George Pocock

As we urgently need some more racing blades, the club is looking to order
four more croaker superlights. Thanks to Mike Duff for donating a model
boat which was sold netting the club £290.
The oars cost approximately £950 and we are looking to finance the balance by way of donations of £50 each from as
many members as possible. Ifthis is really successful another set will be ordered. Speak to mejfyou want any further
information on this project or better still give your cheques to Greg as soon as possible.
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Dean encourages the vets with his usual panache!
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The SDracklen Way

-

Training for Techniaue

All his coaching and rowing life, Mike Spracklen has believed that excellence is achieved by improvement to technique
through training, but let the great man explain in his own words....

"This training system has been designed to provide a variety of methods which are compatible with the process of
learning good rowing technique. The methods are not dissimilar to those used by coaches throughout the rowing
world, but they have been adapted to encourage the improvement oftechnique in such a way that technical progress is
an important part of the system.

The system originated from the concept that technique should playa bigger part in the preparation of oarsmen for
racing. One benefit to be gained from the principle of this system of training is that the drudgeries of winter training
become purposeful. The oarsmen become distracted from the hard work they are doing without realising it!"

Mike has held these beliefs for many years. In the mid-seventies he started putting these beliefs into reality when he coached
the first British lightweight eights to medal success. Following that he formed his own sculling school operated from his home
on the Marlow stretch of the Thames. It is here that his long association with Britain's champion rower, Steve Redgrave
began. His views on boat moving are well known.

"There is more that one way to move a boat fast through the water and gold medals have been won using a variety of
techniques. There is one common factor present in all fast crews, which is that the oarsmen in those boats apply their
power together. As in the old adage, 'a load shared is a load halved'

The Spracklen technique aims to achieve efficiency of effort. The oarsmen must be taught to row with identical movements.
This is referred to as 'style'. It is for the benefit of all rowing that oarsmen are taught a uniform style.

"When trying to adapt to a different technique, whether it is a completely new movement or a change, an oarsmen has
more difficulty in controlling his actions in certain identifiable circumstances and the learning process slows down"

Mike identifies these problem areas as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

-

At high rates of striking
At maximum intensity of work
In a state of physical tiredness
When large increasesand sudden changes are demanded
When too many changes are to be made at one time
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The SDracklenWay - Trainina for Techniaue

ONE DAY TO GO
By Dean Abraham

Mike's system tries to avoid the extremes of anyone of these five adverse
conditions.

"Training periods of long duration at low rates form the foundation of
the system. At low rates the oarsmen are able to control their
movements and make corrections as they go when deterioration
occurs".

"The gradual onset of fatigue when training over long distances
permits control to be attained. When explosive work is introduced the
oarsmen will have built a sound foundation to cope with high demands
without loss of form".

With the Spracklen method, the more hours spent on the water practising a
particular movement, the sooner that movement will become natural to the
oarsmen.

The Crews are chosen
It's down to them.
They are our best
Women and men.
The entries are made
We await the draw.
Our anticipation
Can't be heightened
Anymore.
Soon we see
Who we are to race.
The draw is tough.
We put on a brave face.
The excitement builds.
There's nervous tension.
Failure is the word
We mustn't mention.
One day to go
We know we've trained hard.

"This 'grooving in' process is accelerated when the oarsmen are able
to hold a good form through long periods of tiredness; but care must
be taken to ensure that quality is not lost and that bad faults are not
being ingrained".
Mike believes that the ultimate test for an oarsmen's technical ability is
whether or not he can hold good quality when he is under extreme pressure
from physical exertion, like the last 250 metres ofthat one important race!

INDOOR ROWING
The 2ndMilton Keynes R.C. Indoor Rowing Championships will be
held in the clubhouse at 6.30pm on Thursday 21stAugust 2003. The
competition will be held over 1000m and will be 'Age, Weight and
Sex' adjusted. Entry fee is 5 pounds and Dean will once again
calculate the handicap results!
All those who paid for last years 'Winter League' will be pleased to
know that they will gain free entry to next season's competition. The
set up will be a lot simpler and new entrants can join for £20.
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A lightning quick start
That's our trump card.
We plan the race
Our nerves build some more.
Victory our aim
And settle a score.

Visualisation
Is now the key
Learn from experience
Take it from me.
See yourself in the race
Around the last bend.
Taking the lead
You'll win in the end.

Senior IV 4+ Win.
Our Senior IV 4+ pulled off a great win
at Saint Neots Sprint Regatta. Well done
to Jim McDonnell, Michael Heywood,
Mark Praagman, Paul Floodgate and cox
Ollie Miller for a well deserved first
'pot' of the season. More next time.

I

I

ALL IN A YEARS ROWING - THE WOMEN'S VIEWPOINT

I

I

The new season started for us with the formidable Boston Marathon. We trained frantically before hand, rowing up and
down the lake hundreds of times as well as biking everywhere, in the hope that it would give us some insight into what lay
ahead! We shopped vigorously at Boots buying every blister plaster and spare skin spray available, crates of Poweraid
and Go-Faster drinks too. We ate pasta for weeks, with the idea that we knew exactly what we were letting ourselves in
for!

I

I

Ellen and Sophie returned refreshed from their summer holiday and one sunny September morning we set off on our
adventure across sunny Lincolnshire. Nobody mentioned beforehand that most of the course was actually in a ditch so
there wasn't much to see, apart ftom the odd cow raising its head as we rowed past. We saw about 4 people on the bank,
but they were cheering for another crew! As the miles went by and the mind numbness and cramp set in, it suddenly
dawned on us that this was going to be about as much fun as childbirth (minus the analgesics)!

I

I

We rowed on and on and on, if only for the reason that there was actually nowhere to stop. We cried, argued, laughed,
bled and had huge blisters, but we actually completed the course and although we didn't break any records we became a
lot closer as a crew and more importantly as ftiends, something we knew would hold us in good stead for the forthcoming
year.

I

I

However, that was not to be, as after the Marathon, or probably because of it, Ellen became injured with a repetitive strain
injury and tennis elbow and was advised to rest her arm, things didn't look too good for us. We had a few big events
coming up and only three crewmembers. Fortunately for us Helen agreed to step in and over the next couple of months
we had a storming season coming second at Upper Thames in a large field and more importantly coming ninth out of fiftythree in the senior three category of the Head of the River race. We are still convinced that completing the Boston
Marathon set us up for this race, because after 50k, 7k seemed comfortable! We entered a few smaller heads and kept up
there with the better crews gaining respect ftom local rival clubs, even Bedford had to take a second glance when our time
beat their women's elite crew!

I

I

I

We trained hard all winter taking our training sessions up to 5 days a week in preparation for the regatta season, Helen
filled in where she could, but obviously she had sculling commitments. Dean slotted a guy in with us when Helen wasn't
available, which kept our training reasonably consistent, (thanks guys)! Luckily before the beginning of the regatta season
Ellen's arm was much improved and she was able to row with us again. We attended Bedford Small Boats Head entering
with both Helen and Ellen in the Senior 3 and Senior 2 categories, performing reasonably well in both, but our main aims
were Peterborough Regatta and Henley Women's Regatta
Wrong!
Ellen's arm was once again causing her pain, and reluctantly and sadly she had to give up. We were all really sad for Ellen
and the crew, as we knew this would affect the women's section.
Helen once again saved the day and stepped in. We decided that the crew hadn't been consistent enough to go to Henley,
but we went to Peterborough getting through to the final on both days and losing by half a canvas on the second day! We
had a great weekend though, followed a few weeks later by Ironbridge. It was good to be out again with the rest of the
club and we rowed reasonably well, but we knew it would be our last regatta before Sophie went travelling for 6 months,
so it was a sad day for us too.
Rowing must actually be the most frustrating sport in the world, but that one glimpse at winning and a sign that your hard
work and effort is paying off, it's got to be one of the best! Things seldom go according to plan, but hopefully we will
bring on some of the new women, and providing we share the appropriate equipment, who knows next season might be
much better!

Joanna
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HENLEY VETERAN REGATTA -11 th/12thJULY 2003
Followingon from Henley RoyalRegatta is HenleyVeteranRegatta,which attracts entriesfrom as far away as Holland,
USA and New Zealand. Milton Keynes Rowing Club entered two crews, a Veteran B 4+ and a Veteran C 4+, the opposition
being Wallingford and Royal Chester respectively.
The ftrst round heats were held on Friday 11th July and ftrst to race were the Veteran C Four of Jim Flood, Greg Denieffe,
Roger Philpott and Dean Abraham with cox Curtis Karalis.
Racing on the Thames at Henley is an experience all oarsmen want to gain but to race on the regatta course with the wooden
booms lining the course is the best experience of all. The Veteran C Four had a good start and after 300m of the 1,000m
course were leading by half a length. Both crews made some pushes and at halfway Milton Keynes had extended their lead
to % of length. It was now a case of holding onto what we had and ftghting off Chester. However, at the % way mark
Chester made a move increasing the rate to 36 and we could not respond and with 200 metres to go Chester edged ahead and
eventually crossed the line 1Y2lengths ahead in a time of 3m 24s.
It was a good row and a great race but the crew need to practice more on the water if they are to take a step forward. Just
over an hour later, the Veteran B Crew went out with Wilf Garner replacing Jim Flood. Wallingford had beaten us before,
having won the gold medals at the National Veteran Championships, therefore not surprising they were 'red hot' favourites
for this event.
Once again Milton Keynes started well and were alongside Wallingford for the ftrst 250m, Milton Keynes then settled into
an excellent rhythm and had a good row but Wallingford showed their quality and gradually rowed away, eventually winning
by four lengths.
Although Milton Keynes were knocked out on the Friday we raced well and have tested ourselves at the top two Veteran
regattas this season, something other clubs avoid.

.

.

MKRC Men's Veteran C 4+ in action at Henley.
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SEASON 2002/03 - Regatta Results
The pick of our results:

-

Peterborough Sprint

1st June 2003

Men's Novice 4+
Women's Senior III 4+

2nd(of 15)
2nd(of 12)

National Veteran

15thJune 2003

Men's Veteran B4+

3rd

Ironbridge

28th June 2003

Men's Novice 4+
Women's Senior III 4+

S/F (of 14)
S/F (of 12)

Bedford Quarts

13thJuly 2003

Women's Senior I Ix

1st

Congratulations to Helen on retaining the Women's Senior 1 Sculling title at Bedford Quarts Sprint Regatta

Fixtures for the remainder

S1.Neots

26th July

S1. Neots Sprint

27th July

Peterborough Summer

09th August

Peterborough Summer Sprint

10thAugust

Ross Veterans

24th August

of 2003

Cambridge Autumn

07th September

Bedford Autumn Head

1th October

Upper Thames Head

19thOctober

Fours Head

01 st November

Veteran Fours Head

02ndNovember

IMPORTANT DATES FOR YOUR CALENDAR

The AGM will be held in the Club House on Thursday 25thSeptember 2003 at 8.00pm
Nominations for the committee should be made in writing to the club secretary as soon as possible

The End of Season 'Bash' will be held in the Club House on Saturday 27thSeptember 2003

Quiz Night in the Club House during October 2003
Kick off times and prices to be decided nearer the dates
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